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Abstract. MRIM research group has participated in two tasks (ad-hoc image-based retrieval and case-based retrieval) of the ImageCLEF2012 Medical Retrieval track. In our contribution, we study the frequency shift problem that happens when using concepts instead of words as indexing terms. The main goal of our experiments is to check the validity of our new counting strategy of concepts (Relative Count), which is proposed as a solution to the frequency shift problem. In order to validate our new counting strategy, we compare the retrieval performance (represented by MAP) of some classical IR models using the classical counting strategy (count each concept as 1) with their performance using the new strategy. The results are promising, and using the new counting strategy shows a considerable gain in performance. We use in our experiments two supplementary resources: MetaMap as a text-to-concepts mapping tool, and UMLS as an external resource containing concepts.

1 Introduction

We present in this paper the contribution of the MRIM\(^1\) research group in the ImageCLEF2012\(^2\) Medical Image Retrieval task\(^3\).

The main goal of our experiments and contribution is to study the side-effects of moving from the word-space to the concept-space on the classical Information Retrieval (IR) models. In other words, to study the side-effects of using concepts instead of words as indexing terms on the classical IR models. Concepts are entry IDs in a specific external resource, and each concept is associated to a set of strings that describe it.

However, in order to build a concept-based IR system, another component, for mapping documents and queries text into concepts, is needed. These mapping tools, e.g. MetaMap\(^4\) [2], are imperfect, and they could map one piece of text

---

\(^1\) Multimedia Information Modeling and Retrieval is a research group in LIG (Laboratoire d’Informatique de Grenoble) laboratory.
http://mrim.imag.fr/
http://www.liglab.fr/

\(^2\) http://www.imageclef.org/2012

\(^3\) http://www.imageclef.org/2012/medical

\(^4\) http://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/
into no or several candidate concepts. For example, MetaMap maps a text like "x-ray" into six different UMLS\(^5\) concepts.

Therefore and as classical IR models directly or indirectly depend on the shared terms \(d \cap q\) between a document \(d\) and a query \(q\) in order to compute the Relevance Status Value \(RSV(d, q)\) [4], we have what we called a frequency shift problem, because the number of shared terms \(|d \cap q|\) between \(d\) and \(q\) changes in a non-homogeneous way when moving from the word-space to the concept-space. For example, using a mapping tool like MetaMap and an external resource like UMLS, if \(d\) and \(q\) share one word "x-ray" in the word-space, then they will share six different concepts in the concept-space. Whereas, if they share a noun-phrase of two words "lung x-ray" in the word-space, then they will share only one concept "C0581647" in the concept-space.

One solution to this problem is the supplementary disambiguation step that is actually achieved alongside the mapping process [3]. However, in this study we follow another strategy that proposes another concept counting mechanism. We do not count a concept as 1, instead of that, we give to each concept a relative count (in \(\mathbb{R}^*\)) respecting the following two hypothesis:

- concepts that correspond to a longer text should receive larger count.
- the count of a concept should be inversely proportional to the ambiguity level of its corresponding text. The ambiguity level of a piece of text is determined by the number of concepts that is mapped into. The text that is mapped into a larger number of concepts is more ambiguous.

The goal is to finally satisfy the following condition for a piece of text \(TXT\):

\[
|TXT| = \sum_{c \in map(TXT)} count_c \tag{1}
\]

where, \(|TXT|\) is the number of words in \(TXT\), \(map(TXT)\) is the set of all candidate concepts of \(TXT\), and \(count_c \in \mathbb{R}^*\) is the new relative count of the concept \(c\) and we will explain in the following sections the algorithm of computing it.

This year, ImageCLEF2012 contains four main tracks: 1) Medical Image Classification and Retrieval, 2) Photo Annotation and Retrieval, 3) Plant Identification, and 4) Robot Vision. Medical Image Classification and Retrieval track contains three tasks: 1) modality classification, 2) ad-hoc image-based retrieval which is an image retrieval task using textual, image or mixed queries, and 3) case-based retrieval: in this task the documents are journal articles extracted from PubMed\(^6\) and the queries are case descriptions. We participated in the last two tasks: ad-hoc image-based retrieval and case-based retrieval. Table 1 shows some statistics on the data collections of the two tasks that we participated in. We only use the textual data.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes in details the problem that occurs when moving from the word-space to the concept-space, and it also

\(^5\) Unified Medical Language System (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/)

\(^6\) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
Table 1. Corpora statistics. \textit{avdl} and \textit{avql} are the average length of documents and queries. 'C' for concepts and 'W' for words. 'image2012' for ad-hoc image-based retrieval data collection and 'case2012' for case-based retrieval data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>#d</th>
<th>#q</th>
<th>Used fields</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>\textit{avdl}</th>
<th>\textit{avql}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image2012</td>
<td>306530</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>47.16</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>104.26</td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case2012</td>
<td>74654</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>title+abstract</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>160.51</td>
<td>24.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>376.14</td>
<td>63.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>title+abstract+fulltext</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2731.24</td>
<td>24.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

presents our proposed solution. Section 3 presents all technical details of applying our proposed solution to ImageCLEF2012 test collections. It also shows our formal runs and the obtained results. We conclude in section 4.

### 2 Computing Relative Concept Count

Our algorithm depends on the output of MetaMap as a mapping tool and on the UMLS as an external resource containing the concepts. However, the algorithm could be easily generalized because most mapping tools \cite{2}\cite{5} have the same general text-to-concept mapping mechanism \cite{3}.

For a textual document \(d\) or a query \(q\), mapping tools (e.g. MetaMap) extract noun-phrases from the text and try to map them into one or more candidate concepts of a specific external resource (e.g. UMLS).

However, for a noun-phrase \(np\), it is sometimes difficult to find concepts corresponding to the whole noun-phrase. Moreover, even if there are concepts corresponding to the whole noun-phrase \(np\), it is useful to return some concepts corresponding to parts of \(np\), because restricting our attention to the concepts that only correspond to the whole phrase could lead to miss some related concepts, or in other words, it could lead to lose in recall. Therefore, most mapping tools do not only depend on the exact match to find candidate concepts, but they also generate some variants\footnote{spelling variants, abbreviations, acronyms, synonyms, inflectional and derivational variants, or meaningful combinations of these.} of the original noun-phrase \cite{2}, and then finding candidate concepts of all variants instead of only the original noun-phrase. For example, Table 2 shows the variants of the noun-phrase "\textit{lobar pneumonia} \textit{x-ray}" that are generated by MetaMap, their related candidate UMLS concepts, and the corresponding part of the original noun-phrase.

In this study, we regroup all variants that correspond to the same part of the original noun-phrase into only one variant. Therefore, Table 2 become Table 3.
Table 2. Variants of "lobar pneumonia x-ray" generated by MetaMap, their related candidate UMLS concepts, and the corresponding part of the original noun-phrase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>Candidate concepts</th>
<th>Corresponding part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia x-ray&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia&quot;</td>
<td>C0032300, C0155862</td>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lung x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>C0581647</td>
<td>&quot;pneumonia x-ray&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lung&quot;</td>
<td>C0024109, C1278908</td>
<td>&quot;pneumonia&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pneumonia&quot;</td>
<td>C0032285</td>
<td>&quot;pneumonia&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pulmonary&quot;</td>
<td>C2707265, C2709248</td>
<td>&quot;pneumonia&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;obar&quot;</td>
<td>C1522010</td>
<td>&quot;obar&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobe&quot;</td>
<td>C1428707</td>
<td>&quot;obar&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobus&quot;</td>
<td>C0796494</td>
<td>&quot;obar&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>C0034571, C0043299, C0043309, C1306645, C1714805, C1962945</td>
<td>&quot;x-ray&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Variants of "lobar pneumonia x-ray" after regrouping according to the corresponding parts of the original noun-phrase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>Candidate concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobar pneumonia&quot;</td>
<td>C0032300, C0155862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pneumonia x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>C0581647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pneumonia&quot;</td>
<td>C0024109, C1278908, C0032285, C2707265, C2709248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;obar&quot;</td>
<td>C1522010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobe&quot;</td>
<td>C1428707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lobus&quot;</td>
<td>C0796494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;x-ray&quot;</td>
<td>C0034571, C0043299, C0043309, C1306645, C1714805, C1962945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Definitions

Our algorithm locally works at the level of noun-phrases not at the level of documents.

Each noun-phrase np is a sequence of words or a set of 2-tuples, where each tuple \((w, i)\) contains a word \(w \in W\) and the position \(i \in \mathbb{N}^*\) of \(w\) in \(np\). Any variant \(v\) of \(np\) is also supposed to be a noun-phrase. By this way, it is possible to attach to each noun-phrase \(np\), a set \(V_{np}\):

\[
V_{np} = \{np\} \cup \{v_1, \ldots, v_j\}
\]

where, \(\{v_1, \ldots, v_j\}\) are the variants of \(np\) that are generated by the mapping tool.

We define the function \(\text{wrd}\) that returns the set of word-position tuples of a specific variant.

\[
\text{wrd} : V_{np} \rightarrow 2^{W \times \mathbb{N}^*}
\]
For example, suppose the variant \( v = \text{"pneumonia x-ray"} \) of the phrase \( \text{"lobar pneumonia x-ray"} \), then:

\[
\text{wrd}(v) = \{(\text{pneumonia, 2}), (x - ray, 3)\}
\]

We also define for any variant \( v \in V_{np} \), \( |v| = |\text{wrd}(v)| \) the number of words in \( v \).

We define the function \( \text{map} \) that returns the candidate concepts of a variant \( v \in V_{np} \).

\[
\text{map} : V_{np} \to 2^C
\]

where \( C \) is a set of concepts. For example, suppose the variant \( v = \text{"pneumonia x-ray"} \) of the phrase \( \text{"lobar pneumonia x-ray"} \), then:

\[
\text{map}(v) = \{C0581647\}
\]

Therefore, it is possible to define a partial order \(<\) relation on the set \( V_{np} \) as follow:

\[
\forall v_1, v_2 \in V_{np}, \quad v_1 < v_2 \quad \text{iff} \quad \text{wrd}(v_1) \subset \text{wrd}(v_2)
\]

It is possible to define a partial order \(<\) relation on the set \( V_{np} \) as follow:

\[
\forall v_1, v_2 \in V_{np}, \quad v_1 < v_2 \quad \text{iff} \quad \text{wrd}(v_1) \subset \text{wrd}(v_2)
\]

Therefore, it is possible to define a hierarchy \( HR_{np} \) on \( V_{np} \cup \{R\} \), where:

- \( v \in V_{np} \cup \{R\} \) are the nodes.
- \( R \) is an abstract root satisfying: \( \forall v \in V_{np}, v < R \). Moreover, \( |R| = 0 \).
- The direct children \( \text{ch}(v) \) of any node \( v \in V_{np} \cup \{R\} \) is defined as follow:
  \[
  \forall v_1, v_2 \in V_{np} \cup \{R\}, \quad v_1 \in \text{ch}(v_2) \quad \text{iff} \quad v_1 < v_2 \quad \text{and} \quad \not\exists v_3 \in V_{np}, v_1 < v_3 < v_2
  \]
- The direct parents \( \text{pr}(v) \) of any node \( v \in V_{np} \cup \{R\} \) is defined as follow:
  \[
  \forall v_1, v_2 \in V_{np} \cup \{R\}, v_1 \in \text{pr}(v_2) \quad \text{iff} \quad v_2 \in \text{ch}(v_1)
  \]

For example, Fig. 1 shows the hierarchy of the noun-phrase \( \text{"lobar pneumonia x-ray"} \).

2.2 The Algorithm

The main goal of the algorithm is to compute the relative count of candidate concepts, as follow: for a noun-phrase \( np \), distributing the number of words \( |np| \) of this noun-phrase on the candidate concepts of \( np \) and its variants. The algorithm respects two hypothesis:

- the relative count of a concept is directly proportional to the number of words in the corresponding variant.
the relative count of a concept is inversely proportional to the ambiguity level of the corresponding variant. The variant that is mapped into a larger number of concepts is more ambiguous.

The input is the set $V_{np}$ that contains all variants of $np$, and the number of words $|np|$ in $np$. The output will be a set $CC_{np}$ of 2-tuples, and each tuple contains one of the candidate concepts and its associated relative count. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

2.3 Example

Assume $np$ is the noun-phrase "lobar pneumonia x-ray". The list of variant $V_{np}$ is: $V_{np} = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4, v_5\}$ (see Fig. 1). Figure 1 also shows the hierarchy $HR_{np}$ of the set $V_{np} \cup \{R\}$. Initially, we have $\alpha_R = |np| = 3$ and $\forall v \in V_{np}, \alpha_v = 0$. We scan the nodes in breadth-first order, that means, nodes will be scanned in the following order $< R, v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4, v_5 >$.

By following the Algorithm 1, Table 4 shows the output set $CC_{np}$. By consulting Table 4, we can see: $\sum_{(c, \text{count}_c) \in CC_{np}} \text{count}_c = |np| = 3$.

3 Experiments

The main goal of our experiments is to show the validity of our new way of counting. We check this validity through comparing the retrieval performance of some classical IR models using classical concept counting method, to their performance using our new way of counting.

We use the Mean Average Precision (MAP) metric as an indicator to the retrieval performance of IR models.

3.1 Retrieval Models

In order to check the validity of our new way of counting, we use several classical IR models:
**Algorithm 1**: RelativeCount

```
input : \( V_{np}, |np| \)
output: \( CC_{np} \subseteq C \times \mathbb{R}^+ \)

1. \( CC_{np} = \{\} \);
2. construct the hierarchy \( HR_{np} \) of the set \( V_{np} \cup \{R\} \);
3. attach to each node \( n' \) in \( HR_{np} \) a value \( \alpha_{n'} \), where \( \alpha_{n'} \) is the total amount that is received from \( pr(n') \) and should be distributed on the candidate concepts of \( n' \) and its children \( ch(n') \), starting by \( \alpha_{n'} = 0 \);
4. \( n \) is the current node, starting by \( n = R \);
5. set \( \alpha_R = |np| \);
6. scan \( HR_{np} \) in a breadth-first way, starting from the current node \( n = R \);

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{begin}
\For {each child \( n'_i \in ch(n) \)}
\State compute the amount \( \alpha_{n'_i} \) that should be transferred from \( n \) to \( n'_i \):
\State \( \alpha_{n'_i} = \alpha_{n'_i} + \frac{\alpha_n \times |n'_i|}{|n| + \sum_{j \in ch(n)} |n'_j|} \);
\EndFor
\If {\( n \neq R \)}
\State compute the amount \( a_n \) that should be distributed on the candidate concepts \( map(n) \) of the current node \( n \):
\State \( a_n = \frac{\alpha_n \times |n|}{|n| + \sum_{j \in ch(n)} |n'_j|} \);
\For {each candidate concept \( c_i \in map(n) \)}
\State compute the relative count: \( count_{np} = \frac{a_n}{|map(n)|} \);
\State \( CC_{np} = CC_{np} \cup \{(c_i, count_{np}^{c_i})\} \);
\EndFor
\EndIf
\State change \( n \) to the next node according to the breadth-first scan order;
\State go to line 7;
\Endalgorithm
\end{algorithm}
```

- from probabilistic framework: we choose BM25 (2) [7].
- from language models framework: we choose Dirichlet model DIR (3) [9], and Jelinek-Mercer model JM (4) [9].
- from vector space framework: we choose Pivoted Normalization Method PIV (5) [8], and a version of TFIDF model (6) [1].

where, \( tf_{t,d} \) is the term frequency of the indexing term \( t \) in the document \( d \), \( tf_{t,q} \) is the term frequency of the indexing term \( t \) in the query \( q \), \( |d| \) is the document length, \( |q| \) is the query length, \( avdl \) is the average document length, \( N \) is the total number of documents in the corpus \( D \), \( n_t \) is the number of documents that contain the indexing term \( t \), \( d \cap q \) are the shared indexing terms between \( d \) and \( q \), and \( p(t,D) \) is the probability of \( t \) given the corpus language model \( D \).

\( s, k_1, b, k_3, \lambda, \) and \( \mu \) are all parameters. They usually have the following values: \( s = 0.2 \) [8], \( k_1 = 1.2 \), \( b = 0.75 \), and \( k_3 = 1000 \) [6]. \( \lambda = 0.1 \) for short queries or \( \lambda = 0.7 \) for long queries and \( \mu = 2000 \) [9].
There are two different views for documents and queries. The first one is the classical view, where both documents and queries are bags of indexing terms (e.g. words or concepts). The classical way of counting (count each concept or word as 1) is compatible with this view, and the previous definitions of IR model components correspond to this classical view. We will present the second view, which is convenient to the relative count of concepts. In this view, some components of IR models should be redefined.

Most mapping tools extract noun-phrases from the text of documents and queries. Therefore, any document \( d \) or query \( q \) is a sequence of noun-phrases:

\[
d = \langle np_1, \ldots, np_{n_d} \rangle \quad q = \langle np_1, \ldots, np_{n_q} \rangle
\]

We redefine the set \( CC_{np} \) on the level of documents and queries instead of the noun-phrase level:

\[
CC_d = \bigcup_{np_i \in d} CC_{np_i} \quad CC_q = \bigcup_{np_i \in q} CC_{np_i}
\]

### Table 4. The output set \( CC_{np} \) of the noun-phrase "lobar pneumonia x-ray"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_{np} )</th>
<th>( CC_{np} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( v_1 = \text{&quot;lobar pneumonia&quot;} )</td>
<td>((C0032300, 0.375), (C0155862, 0.375))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_2 = \text{&quot;pneumonia x-ray&quot;} )</td>
<td>((C0581647, 0.75))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_3 = \text{&quot;lobar&quot;} )</td>
<td>((C1522010, 0.125), (C1428707, 0.125), (C0796494, 0.125))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_4 = \text{&quot;pneumonia&quot;} )</td>
<td>((C0032285, 0.15), (C0024109, 0.15), (C0032285, 0.15))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_5 = \text{&quot;x-ray&quot;} )</td>
<td>((C1962945, 0.0625), (C2707265, 0.0625), (C1306645, 0.0625))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
RSV(d, q) = \sum_{t \in d \cap q} \ln \frac{N - n_t + 0.5}{n_t + 0.5} \times \frac{(k_1 + 1) \times tf_{t,d}}{k_1 \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{\mu}{\mid d \mid}) + tf_{t,d}} + tf_{t,q} \times \ln \left(1 + \frac{tf_{t,d}}{\mu \times p(t,D)}\right) + \ln \left(\frac{n_t}{N}\right) + 1
\]

(2)

\[
RSV(d, q) = |q| \times \ln \frac{\mu}{\mid d \mid} + \sum_{t \in d \cap q} tf_{t,q} \times \ln \left(1 + \frac{tf_{t,d}}{\mu \times p(t,D)}\right) + \ln \left(\frac{n_t}{N}\right)
\]

(3)

\[
RSV(d, q) = \sum_{t \in d \cap q} \frac{1 + \ln \left(\frac{tf_{t,d}}{\lambda}\right)}{(1 - s) + s \frac{\mid d \mid}{\text{avdl}}} \times tf_{t,q} \times \ln \frac{N + 1}{n_t}
\]

(4)

\[
RSV(d, q) = |d \cap q| \times \sum_{t \in d \cap q} tf_{t,q} \times \frac{tf_{t,d}}{tf_{t,d} + \frac{\mid d \mid}{\text{avdl}}} \times \frac{N}{n_t}
\]

(5)

There are two different views for documents and queries. The first one is the classical view, where both documents and queries are bags of indexing terms (e.g. words or concepts). The classical way of counting (count each concept or word as 1) is compatible with this view, and the previous definitions of IR model components correspond to this classical view. We will present the second view, which is convenient to the relative count of concepts. In this view, some components of IR models should be redefined.

Most mapping tools extract noun-phrases from the text of documents and queries. Therefore, any document \( d \) or query \( q \) is a sequence of noun-phrases:
CC_{d\cap q} = \{(c, r) | (c, r) \in CC_q, \exists (c_i, r_i) \in CC_d, c = c_i\}

According to our way of counting (Relative Count), the components of the IR models become:

\begin{align*}
    tf_{c,d} &= \sum_{(c, r_i) \in CC_d} r_i \\
    tf_{c,q} &= \sum_{(c, r_i) \in CC_q} r_i \\
    tf_{c,D} &= \sum_{d_i \in D} tf_{c, d_i} \\
    |d| &= \sum_{(c, r_i) \in CC_d} r_i \\
    |q| &= \sum_{(c, r_i) \in CC_q} r_i \\
    |D| &= \sum_{d_i \in D} |d_i| \\
    |d \cap q| &= \sum_{(c, r_i) \in CC_{d\cap q}} r_i
\end{align*}

3.2 Data

We only use the textual part of the data collections of ad-hoc image-based retrieval and case-based retrieval tasks of the ImageCLEF 2012 Medical Image Classification and Retrieval track. Table 1 shows some statistics about these two data collections.

We use two types of indexing terms:

- words (W): we eliminate the stop words and stem the remaining words using Porter algorithm to finally get the list of words that indexes documents and queries.
- concepts (C): we use MetaMap for mapping the documents and queries text content into UMLS concepts.

3.3 Formal Runs

The initial of our runs in the formal campaign is "LIG MRIM xxx". However, Tables 5 and 6 show the name and the description of our runs. The best MAP in the ad-hoc image-based retrieval task (only text) is 0.2182, and the best MAP in the case-based retrieval task (text only) is 0.1690.

3.4 Results and Discussion

In this section we show the validity of our new method of concept counting (RelativeCount), through comparing the retrieval performance of IR models with or without using the relative count. The only type of indexing terms that is used in this section is concepts. We count concepts in two ways: the classical count (count each concept as 1) and the relative count (Algorithm 1).

Table 7 shows the results of applying IR models to the image2012 collection (see Table 1).

Table 8 shows the results of applying IR models to the case2012 collection (see Table 1). We only map the title and the abstract parts of documents into concepts.
Tables 5 and 6 show that we have a considerable gain in retrieval performance when using the relative count instead of the classical one. The gain is clearer in the case of short documents and queries (image2012) than the case of long documents and queries (case2012).

Tables 5 and 6 show that using words as indexing terms is still more effective (from the retrieval performance point of view) than using concepts.

Concerning our formal contribution in the ad-hoc image-based retrieval task, we got a middle-rank. We still far from the best formal run. However, our contribution in the case-based retrieval task was more encouraging. We are ranked the second in the final list. We made a late fusion between two result set: 1- one resulting from applying DIR model to the case2012 corpus using words as indexing terms, and 2- another one resulting from applying DIR model to case2012 corpus using concepts as indexing terms.
Table 7. Comparing the retrieval performance of IR models using the classical count with their performance using the relative count (Algorithm 1). The corpus is image2012. The last column shows the gain in performance when using the relative count comparing to the performance of using the classical count.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR model</th>
<th>count type</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIV</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
<td>+27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.1360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.1034</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.1142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0861</td>
<td>+13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM(λ = 0.1)</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.1022</td>
<td>+29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.1318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.1322</td>
<td>+7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.1410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusion

We present in this paper the contribution of the MRIM research group in the ImageCLEF2012 Medical Image Retrieval task. We describe the frequency shift problem that happens when moving from the word-space to the concept-space. The source of this problem is the heterogeneous change in the frequency of indexing terms when moving from the word-space to the concept-space.

We propose a solution to the frequency shift through a new counting strategy. Our counting strategy (Algorithm 1) depends on the hierarchy that could be built from the output of mapping tools. It also depends on the following two hypotheses:

- the relative count of a concept is directly proportional to the number of words in the corresponding text.
- the relative count of a concept is inversely proportional to the ambiguity level of the corresponding text.

For validating the effectiveness (from the retrieval performance point of view) of our new counting strategy, we participated in the ImageCLEF2012 campaign, more precisely, in the ad-hoc image-based retrieval and case-based retrieval tasks. Our experiments only depend on the textual data. For mapping text into concepts, we use MetaMap as a mapping tool and UMLS as an external resource containing concepts. In the case-based retrieval task, we only map the title and abstract of each document (we do not map the fulltext).

In the ad-hoc image-based retrieval task, we got a middle-rank. We still far from the best formal run. However, our contribution in the case-based retrieval task was more encouraging. We are ranked the second in the final list.

Moreover, the supplementary results that we present in this paper show a considerable gain in retrieval performance when applying our counting strategy.
Table 8. Comparing the retrieval performance of IR models using the classical count with their performance using the relative count (Algorithm 1). The corpus is case2012. The last column shows the gain in performance when using the relative count comparing to the performance of using the classical count.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR model</th>
<th>count type</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIV</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0789</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0847</td>
<td>+7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0825</td>
<td>+8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM(λ = 0.7)</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0863</td>
<td>+5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF</td>
<td>classic</td>
<td>0.0830</td>
<td>+2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative</td>
<td>0.0847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Algorithm 1) comparing to the classical counting strategy (count each concept as 1).
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